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Esther Onfroy Expert in Android security and reverse engineering, 
Esther a.k.a. U039b is a French hacktivist and speaker. 

Co-founder:

↝ Defensive Lab Agency   > defensive-lab.agency
↝ Exodus Privacy   > exodus-privacy.eu.org
↝ Echap   > echap.eu.org
↝ Pithus   > beta.pithus.org
↝ PiRanhaLysis   > piranhalysis.github.io
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What my days are made of
↝ Penetration testing
↝ Regulatory compliance audits
↝ RE of malware & SDK
↝ Expert witness
↝ Craft free software
↝ Give talks in Froglish
↝ Awareness & trainings 

I work for lawyers, DPO, CISO, NGO, academics, journalists, ...



Wh[at|y] Pithus?



Why?
Candid reason:
Try to answer the lack of open threat 
intelligence tools for the Android world.

Political reason:
Threat intel. and analysis should be 
available for all and not the property of 
a private company.



Why!
Long story short. 

Privacy activists asked Avast for 
APKLab increased quotas. 

Avast said they want more recognition 
in the privacy community after the 
scandal last year and refused.



What
Mobile threat intelligence playground 
for the masses.

↝ Open source platform
↝ Driven by its community
↝ Based on existing FOSS tools
↝ Self-hostable

https://beta.pithus.org



General features



Threat intelligence



CFG dissection



Extract entire CFG



Extract API CFG



How to compare CFG?
1. For each sample:

a. count the number of entrypoints per type 
for each API

b. flatten into a vector of n dimensions

2. Compute pairwise distances* 
3. Normalize with magic**
4. Compute hierarchical clustering
5. Plot dendrogram

* euclidean or Jaccard 
** cross multiplication

1521 dimensions in Pithus:
- 117 tracked APIs (i)
- 13 entrypoint types (j)



The result

percentage of difference

Isolated similar samples

Similar samples probably part of a larger 
cluster

One sample totally different of all the others



Conclusion



Conclusion
↝ Still in beta
↝ 3 active contributors
↝ Has detected FinSpy hidden in Wire

And

↝ Need feedbacks
↝ Need contributions
↝ Need brain juice
↝ Need more tests, yes, more!

Come and 
experiment!



Thank you!
esther@defensive-lab.agency
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